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Licensing from a Book Coast Lines: How Mapmakers Frame the World and Chart Environmental Change
Chronicling the British pursuit of the legendary El Dorado, Masters of All They Surveyed tells the fascinating
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Britain in 1950 was different, in many ways, from Britain today. The most obvious difference was in the physical fabric of the country. In 1950 the legacy of the Second World War was still everywhere to be seen. In the major cities, and particularly in London, there were vacant bomb-sites, unreppaired houses, temporary prefabs and gardens turned into allotments. British society was still strongly influenced by war. Most grandfathers had served in the First World War, most fathers in the Second, and most young men were currently called up for two years of National Service. Boys mimicked the militarism of their elders, using army surplus equipment to fight mock battles with the Germans. The armed services occupied a far more prominent role in British life than they do today.